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Foreword

Great Expectations: How New Yorkers View Higher Education is part of a broader
effort of the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education and Public
Agenda to stimulate a public discussion about the role of colleges and universities in
maintaining and enhancing the opportunities for all Americans to participate fully in
our society.

This report is based on two surveys on public attitudes about higher
education conducted by Public Agenda earlier this year: one looking at national
attitudes and another illuminating the views of residents of the State of New York.
This report and related National Center publications are available at
www.highereducation.org.

The National Center would like to thank the School of Education at New
York University and Dean Ann Marcus for sponsoring this special survey of New
Yorkers’ views.

Patrick M. Callan
President

National Center for Public Policy
and Higher Education
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n early 2000, Public Agenda surveyed 500 New Yorkers statewide to determine
their attitudes toward higher education. Four major conclusions emerged from this

research in New York, findings that underscore the importance of higher education
for the residents of New York.

For the purpose of this research, we define higher education broadly to include
all education and training beyond high school, including two- and four-year, public
and private, for-profit and nonprofit institutions.

Finding One:
New Yorkers believe that higher education is vitally important for success in the
contemporary world.

Most people in New York believe that a higher education is essential for a person to
succeed in today’s world. In effect, New York residents now see a college education
as having replaced a high school diploma as the minimum entry ticket to a solid job
and a middle-class lifestyle.

In the survey we found:

« Fully 88% strongly or somewhat agree that a college degree has become
as important as a high school diploma used to be.

« Only 20% think that it is possible to reach a point where too many people
have a college degree; the overwhelming majority (76%) believe that this
is one area where there can never be too much of a good thing.

As higher education is being seen as more important for success in today’s
economy and society, the public is also placing a premium on the significance of
preserving access to higher education for anyone who is sufficiently qualified and
motivated. In effect, New Yorkers see access to higher education as equivalent to
access to the American dream. They believe that it is vitally important that we
provide adequate opportunities for a higher education to all qualified and motivated
individuals. Specifically, New Yorkers do not want students to be excluded from a
college education by cost alone. Seventy-seven percent strongly agree that we should
not allow the price of a college education to keep qualified and motivated students
from going to college.

I
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Finding Two:
Higher education is more than just a piece of paper.

New Yorkers have high expectations for what they expect students to take away from
a college education. We presented our respondents with a list of factors and asked
how important each was as a goal for a college education. A very important factor is
that students gain a sense of maturity and learn how to manage on their own, with
72% saying that this is absolutely essential. Seventy-two percent also say that it is
absolutely essential for students to learn how to get along with people different from
themselves.

Although these general interpersonal skills top the list, there are a number of
other skills that are rated as absolutely essential by New Yorkers, such as learning to
solve problems and think analytically (68%), learning high-tech skills (65%),
learning the specific expertise and knowledge in the careers they have chosen (61%),
and gaining top-notch writing and speaking skills (59%).

The New York public also has high expectations for the administrators who run
local colleges and universities. For example, 69% say it is absolutely essential for
colleges to hire the best teachers and researchers, and 63% say that colleges should
ensure that students work hard to achieve high academic standards.

Although the state’s residents have high expectations about what students need to
learn, they are divided about the degree to which employers reward credentials rather
than ability. Half (50%) believe that college graduates get higher salaries because
having a college degree means someone has skills and accomplishments, but an
almost equally high 43% think that employers are just impressed by the degree.

The public has high expectations, but they also seem to be pleased with the job
New York’s public and private colleges and universities are doing, especially as
compared to the performance of the state’s high schools. Sixty percent give the
colleges in the state an excellent or a good rating, as opposed to only 38% who give
state high schools a good or excellent rating.
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Finding Three:
New Yorkers believe that the main responsibility for success in higher education
rests with the student, but they also expect institutions to help those who help
themselves.

The New York public sees a higher education not as an entitlement, but as something
students should have to work for, and the notion of a free higher education is not
attractive to very many state residents. Seventy-one percent strongly or somewhat
agree that students only appreciate the value of an education when they have some
personal responsibility for paying what it costs.

By the same token, New York residents feel that what a student gets out of a
college education is largely a result of the amount of effort the student puts in. We
asked our New York respondents whether the benefits of a higher education depend
more on how much effort the student puts in or on the quality of the college. The
overwhelming majority (88%) said that effort was the key.

New Yorkers also place the responsibility for success in college on the student.
Sixty-eight percent say that when a student falls behind, it is primarily the
responsibility of the student to get back on track. This does not mean that colleges
have no responsibility; 70% also agree that colleges should provide advisors and
counselors for students who fall behind, rather than take more severe measures.

When it comes to financial aid, New Yorkers continue to emphasize individual
effort, believing that aid should go first to students who work hard. Eighty-seven
percent say that they would prefer to give financial aid to a student with average
skills who works hard, rather than to a student with excellent skills who does not
work hard.
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Finding Four:
Paying for college is difficult but doable.

College is perceived as expensive, and 56% of New York residents strongly or
somewhat disagree that families are doing a good job of saving for college. New
Yorkers are divided on the question of whether there are many qualified people who
are currently unable to go to college. Forty-eight percent say that the vast majority of
those who are qualified have the opportunity to go to college, while 45% feel that
there are many people who are qualified to go to college but do not have an
opportunity to do so.

But the vast majority of New Yorkers are convinced that where there is a will,
there is a way. Eighty-five percent either strongly (62%) or somewhat (23%) agree
that people who really want to go to college can find a way to pay for it even if they
have to go to school and work at the same time.

New Yorkers also support a broad range of financial aid proposals, with 82%
thinking that the government should offer more tax breaks for students, 75% favoring
more funds for work-study, and 66% favoring more money for loans. Direct grants to
students were somewhat less popular; only half (50%) favored more money for
grants.
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Supporting Tables

Table One

Satisfaction with High Schools and Colleges

Are the [INSERT ITEM] in your state doing an excellent,
good, fair or poor job, or don’t you know enough to say?

% responding New York National

Public High Schools

Excellent 8 6
Good 30 27
Fair 26 28
Poor 13 13
Don’t Know 24 25

Colleges

Excellent 12 15
Good 48 42
Fair 14 13
Poor 2 3
Don’t Know 23 28

Four-Year Colleges

Excellent 14 15
Good 48 40
Fair 11 10
Poor 2 2
Don’t Know 25 33

Two-Year Colleges

Excellent 15 14
Good 39 36
Fair 14 14
Poor 3 2
Don’t Know 29 34

New York, n = 500; national, n = 1,015.
Note: Percentages in tables may not equal 100% due to

rounding or missing answer categories.
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Table Two

Attitudes toward Higher Education

% responding New York National

We should not allow the price of a college education to keep students who are
qualified and motivated to go to college from doing so
       Strongly agree 77 78
       Somewhat agree 18 15
       Somewhat disagree 2 3
       Strongly disagree 2 2
A college education has become as important as a high school diploma used to be
       Strongly agree 70 68
       Somewhat agree 18 19
       Somewhat disagree 7 8
       Strongly disagree 3 4
If someone really wants to go to college, they can find a way to pay for it, even if
they have to go to school and work at the same time
       Strongly agree 62 63
       Somewhat agree 23 24
       Somewhat disagree 10 8
       Strongly disagree 4 5
Today’s colleges should be doing a much better job of keeping their costs down
       Strongly agree 62 60
       Somewhat agree 22 23
       Somewhat disagree 7 7
       Strongly disagree 4 4
Students have to borrow too much money to pay for their college education
       Strongly agree 58 56
       Somewhat agree 21 24
       Somewhat disagree 11 11
       Strongly disagree 5 4
Students appreciate the value of a college education only when they have some
personal responsibility for paying what it costs
       Strongly agree 47 47
       Somewhat agree 24 27
       Somewhat disagree 17 16
       Strongly disagree 9 8
Almost anyone who needs financial help to go to college can get loans or
financial aid
       Strongly agree 32 33
       Somewhat agree 29 29
       Somewhat disagree 19 17
       Strongly disagree 14 15
There are too many students in college who don’t belong there
       Strongly agree 25 27
       Somewhat agree 22 22
       Somewhat disagree 24 22
       Strongly disagree 18 18
Most families today do a good job of saving for their children’s college education
       Strongly agree 13 10
       Somewhat agree 24 18
       Somewhat disagree 29 33
       Strongly disagree 27 32

New York, n = 500; national, n = 1,015.
Note: Percentages in tables may not equal 100% due to rounding or missing answer categories.
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Table Three

What Should a Student Gain from College?

How important is each of the following in terms of what students should gain
from attending college? [INSERT ITEM] Is that absolutely essential, important
but not essential, or not too important?

% responding New York National

A sense of maturity and how to manage on their own

       Absolutely essential 72 71
       Important but not essential 25 26
       Not too important 2 2

An ability to get along with people different from
themselves

       Absolutely essential 72 68
       Important but not essential 26 29
       Not too important 2 2

An improved ability to solve problems and to think
analytically

       Absolutely essential 68 63
       Important but not essential 31 34
       Not too important 1 1

Learning high-tech skills, such as using computers
and the Internet

       Absolutely essential 65 61
       Important but not essential 29 35
       Not too important 5 4

Specific expertise and knowledge in the careers they
have chosen

       Absolutely essential 61 60
       Important but not essential 35 35
       Not too important 3 4

Top-notch writing and speaking skills

       Absolutely essential 59 57
       Important but not essential 37 38
       Not too important 3 4

The responsibilities of citizenship, such as voting and
volunteering

       Absolutely essential 48 44
       Important but not essential 42 47
       Not too important 3 9

Exposure to great writers and thinkers in subjects like
literature and history

       Absolutely essential 35 32
       Important but not essential 53 53
       Not too important 12 14

New York, n = 500; national, n = 1,015.
Note: Percentages in tables may not equal 100% due to rounding or missing answer categories.
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METHODOLOGY

This report is based on a telephone survey of 500 adults aged 18 years or older who
reside in New York. The interviews with New York residents were conducted in
January 2000 and averaged 28 minutes in length. The interviews were conducted
using a random sample of households in New York and a standard, random-digit-
dialing technology whereby every household in the region covered had an equal
chance of being contacted, including those with unlisted numbers. The margin of
error for the 500 randomly selected New York adults is +/– 4 percentage points.

The questionnaire was designed by Public Agenda, and all interpretation of the
data reflected in this report was done by Public Agenda. As in all surveys, question
order effects and other non-sampling sources of error can sometimes affect results.
Steps were taken to minimize these, including extensively pre-testing the survey
instrument and randomizing the order in which some questions were asked.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

John Immerwahr is a Senior Research Fellow at Public Agenda and Associate Vice
President for Academic Affairs at Villanova University. He has written several
previous Public Agenda reports on higher education, including Doing Comparatively
Well: Why the Public Loves Higher Education and Criticizes K–12 (1999); The Price
of Admission: The Growing Importance of Higher Education (1998); Preserving the
Higher Education Legacy: A Conversation with California Leaders (1995); and The
Closing Gateway: Californians Consider Their Higher Education System (1993). In
addition, he has authored and co-authored a number of other Public Agenda reports
on education, including the groundbreaking national study, First Things First: What
Americans Expect from the Public Schools (1994) and, for the 1996 National
Education Summit of the nation’s governors and business leaders, Americans’ Views
on Standards: An Assessment by Public Agenda (1996). Other state-specific studies
written by Dr. Immerwahr include What Our Children Need: South Carolinians Look
at Public Education (1996) and The Broken Contract: Connecticut Citizens Look at
Public Education (1993).
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National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education

The National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education works to strengthen America’s
future by increasing opportunity and achievement for all who aspire to higher education. As
an independent, nonprofit, nonpartisan organization, the National Center promotes public
policies that enhance Americans’ opportunities for quality education and training beyond high
school. Formed in 1998, the National Center is supported by a consortium of national
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